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...and, just to demonstrate how traumatized I've been by the Whole Ordeal, it wasn't
until after I started mailing out X:33 that it dawned on me that the last four digits
of my ZIP + 4 equate to my Box number. Given that the "5" in the 5-digit portion makes
it unique to a Branch Office (and not a geographical area) it should be possible, in
theory, to address mail to "45258-0174'.'..and have it reach me.
Should any of you wish to test-out this indubitably tenuous thesis, in light of
the New, Improved Rates [I remember low single—digit First Class rates; more than that
I hesitate to admit to], it would probably be advisable to let me know, under seperate
cover, of the date you decided to be so foolish.
I will, of course, report on the success rate of this exercise in futility.
Anonymously...? You should only wish.

Up until a few moments ago, I'd been convinced that I'd been more discrete. Or cautionary.
...or, at the very least, CYA'ed to a fair degree. But when,
three lines from
the end of X:33 I said: "I can't say exactly when, but the next fanzine most of you
will see from me will be OUTWORLDS 60." ... well, that sounds like a commitment.
Sorry.
This: One way or the other, and even if it can never be everything I want it to
be —Before Corflu. OW60.
[Thank you for your patience & understanding. Really.
I mean it.__ You bet!]
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

"Your mailing didn't give too many facts that I didn't
clear. It sounds like the worst Is over — hope better
find people don't know what to say, don't know whether
or If you're sick of hearing about It and would rather
the Initiative.)"

already know, but the pain came through loud and
times are ahead for you. (One observation — you may
It's better to talk about the divorce, the arrest,
talk about something else. Don't be afraid to take

----- Carolyn Doyle; Personal Slant #9 [In FLAP #671
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

...here, several things:
1] To the FLAP roster: Admittedly, this (the third) time around, I've been using
the FLAP Deadline as an impetus, a drop'-dead date for this, my current window to the
world. As one who not only craves, but literally demands direct feedback to my pub!ications (only if you wish to stay on "the" mailing list), I must admit to the obvious,
with chagrin mild, that the proportion of mailing comments to natter is negligible.
And I can neither promise "to do better" real soon now, nor predict my longevity this
time around.
I do read the mailings through as soon as I get them, and I do want to/
plan on direct response to you, albeit the obvious that you aren't getting it. And I
didn't, despite the empirical evidence, enter into this go-around in FLAP strictly as
a matter of convenience. But, again despite what I've done vs. what I said, if push
comes to shove, and a decision has to be made ( on the basis of either time or finances)
— OUTWORLDS will eventually/inevitably win out over FLAP. Or even XENOLITH.
Today, start date, for the record, is 2/3/90. The deadline for FLAP #68 is 2/7/90.
Just to put everything in context.
2] Again a first draft effort, and one made even more perilous this time around in
that I've gone through the correctable ribbons Dick & Leah provided, and have ended-up
with a multi-strike version.
I did manage
locate some white-out...but it's such a
primitive way of eliminating the typoes I manage to catch!
3]
The main reason I procrastinated to this late date was that I was hoping to
make this issue a Progress Report.
...having had this silly notion that there would be
some "progress" over the course of two months. Silly me. For those of you who've lost
track (unfortunately I'm not one of you...) — the original "discharge date" on the
bankruptcy petition was 9/11/90. After the "blow-up" at the hearing [7/13] and the Ide?
of July/August, the date was "extended" until 12/11. A second hearing was scheduled for
11/8; then cancelled at the last minute.
"They" never quite managed to reschedule it...
and in mid-December I received a notice from the trustee not only informing me that the
new improved discharge date was now 2/11/9^.• •but inferring that I was withholding vital
information...as well as sitting on unspecified "hidden assests".
I was perturbed.
3U
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Sandra L. Jordan
2142 Selim Avenue, Apt. #12
Cincinnati, OH 45214
January 3, 1990

Dear Bill,

Yes, your eyes are not deceiving you, this is a LOC from me of all people.
In fact I think it is my first one to anyone ever but not necessarily my last
one either so please don't rib me too much about it, huh.

I can't speak for the others who told you "it could be worse..." but for me
it is almost always better to try to find a good side to everything that Is bad.
I should know, this Is exactly what I have been doing especially for just over

Over the years, by dint of
size, circulation, complexity
—okay, pretentiousness...
OOUBLE:BILL and OUTWORLDS
have gotten more "press"
then this humble X-factor.
That’s as It should be, but
XENOLITH does have its own

214 years now.
It hasn't been easy for me as you well know but I have found a couple of
"good" things to my accident.
I am alive and here, and I now have tons of
time... time to be with my children, to write, to be with family and friends.
Yes, there are plenty of "bad" things going on for me as well, but without my
"good", family, and friends I wouldn't be able to cope with it all.

I said what I said because it is true, it could have been worse. "She"
could have said and done a lot more to ensure severe damage to you and those
you care about. You didn't go to jail, pay even more than you did, or pay for
hospital a/o doctor bills from anything she may have done to you physically.

set of "uniques"....
IF (remember...?) used to
publish "Firsts" — first
sales, as a regular feature.
And, In Its varied (and varying)
manifestations over the years,
XENOLITH has managed to print
a surprising number of "first
LoCs"...much to my delight.
This one was totally unexpected,
which makes It all the more
appreciated. (Even if, having
a spell checker, Sandy didn’t have
to go out an buy a dictionary for
the occasion. As did one firsttimer, back In March of 1981....
There's even a "clue" as to who that
was In Sandy's LoC. Ah, sweet esoterlca!)

If "She" wants to believe we are having an affair then that is something
she is going to have to live with. When people have as close as a relationship
as we do, people have a tendency to make more of it then there is. The ones
who matter know what is going on and that is all that counts.

You have been handed a great Injustice and I don't mean to make nothing
of it. And yes, it's not fair but what in life really is. I can't get the guy
who hit the car I was in anymore than you can get her.
It's just one of those
things we have to live with.

I wish these things weren't happening to you that somehow it all ends up
being some kind of weird dream we are all involved In, but reality sneaks back
in and I find myself fumbling around with the right words to say. At least you
know we are here if you should have the need of some friendly ears. Besides,
Michelle Is sitting here watching me as I type this and says "it all right, I'm
here" and that is the kind of thing we all need to hear from time to time.
I am very happy to have you "back" among us.
I missed your Jokes, seeing
you at cons and meetings, etc. Besides it has been a long time since I last saw
a Xenolith or an Outworlds and it's about time too.
I have never said so in
writing but I really do enjoy reading your zines. Whatever you do in the future
don't let anyone stop you again.

...back, then, to me being perturbed:
So I gathered together everything I'd gathered together for the 11/8 meeting, and
on December 26th I trundled a shopping-bag full of "records" down to my lawyer, along
with a slightly feisty letter addressed to the trustee. My lawyer took a look at my
pile of kipple, the letter, and had me trundle the bag over to the trustee's office.
In a different building but in the same city block. And that's where it laid, shall
we say, until I received a call from my lawyer's secretary, saying that "the meeting"
was re-scheduled for 2pm, Tuesday, February 5th, 1991...
...which, through the magic time-warp of avoidance, was earlier... today 1
I spent the interveaning week being, by far, more apprehensive at the prospect of
seeing "her" again... than in worry of the impending legalities.
I needn't have worried.... The trustee, remembering the July "antics", together
with the Current State^jf Animosity ... had scheduled separate meetings for us!
...but I should have: By next week I have to provide a list of everything of value
left in the house. Then he'll see "her", compare lists.... He said he won't "deny" us
the bankruptcy — but reserves the right to sell off what he can. Past a certain (un
specified) "exemption" level, I'll be able to "buy back" what I want/what I can.... In
the meantime, the NEW discharge date is April 11th.
*sigh*
I may well end up "losing" the copier out of this. Which would be an inconvenience
A

F e.b'iaM.y,
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12-12-90

It's not Inappropriate to say I loved the layout of the
front page of XENOLITH 33: It was cool—both In context
—and out.
Frank Denton was recently bemoaning tn ROUGE
RAVEN that his computer broke down and he had to do
fanzines the old-fashioned way! Gads! This Is the ex>cuse I use for not writing! I'm glad to see you're
plodding on with a typewrite,—even If you are listening
to Led Zep! (On a "Stereo" — How quaint!)
Gess what? I Just finished an APA-50 zine! Can you
believe It? It's even rumored that Chris Sherman Is
working on a history of the early days of the APA! The
next question Is: do I really want to rejoin the APA or
should I Just throw those 4 pages out? Only Whim can
tel I for sure.
You made the best decision in going to Corf Iu and
Ditto instead of appealing, i understand why you wanted
to. You made a mistake—you're paying for It more dearly
than you should be. But as my sister says about bummer
things that happen: "Maybe there's a reason why all of
this happened." Hard to think of one, isn't It? That's
what I always say.

Chris Sherman
P.O. Box 990
Solana Beach, CA 92075
December 14, 1990

Dear Bill;
Today I got Xenolith 33 and I can't wait to write you any longer. I'm
busier than I ever have been, and really enjoying it. Everything other than
the video and software I'm producing is on absolute hold until January
19th, when the First Round of Delivery is complete. Then I'll have two
weeks to breathe, and I'll try to write you a proper letter at that point.

I was shocked and dismayed by Xenolith 32. What more to say? Only an
echo of what everyone else wrote to you -- I'm glad you're back.

The "APA-50 Thingie" is on Deep Hold like everything else right now. My
interest in the whole thing waxes and wanes, though I do have probably
a dozen or so pages written, here in the bowels of the computer. Some
Day...

I'm sending along the last unfinished letter I was writing to you. It's made
me want to renounce good intentions forever, and just stare the awful
truth of procrastination in the face. Right. Real Soon Now.
Anyway, hope you're well, and enjoying the season as much as possible.
I get to Ohio about twice a year these days (Canton), and maybe on one
of those trips we can share a few beers and do some good old-fashioned
APA-50 style gutspilling.

P.S. You must have started the upward cycle of life again. As you can see
by the "return envelope", Xenolith made it to California with no postage at
all. Good move.

— but, no, Sandy, neither this, nor
"anyone" will "stop" me again! Not that
there won't be gaps, diversions, set
backs and, occasional changes of policy!
In the meantime, I am back, and you all
are stuck with me one more time....
...this time, though, rather than
ramble aimlessly—and while I've access
to the Canon "toy"—I'm going to pad out
this issue with cut 'n paste excerpts...
4]

In addition to the clIp-LoCs you see about
you, I've also heard from:
LINDA MICHAELS •
RICHARD BRANDT: "At least my prison record Is
clear, even If hers Is not..." • GAY HALDEMAN:
"We marched In a local peace march last Saturday,
a four mile walk. It was fun and made us feel
better. Shades of the sixties! I don't know who's
right about the Mideast Crisis, but I don't want
anyone to go through what Joe went through tn
Viet Nam. And I don't want their Ilves affected
the way ours have been. Let's Just bring 'em all
home, alive and unharmed." • MICHAEL WAITE...
who sent another batch of stamps, which do help!
[So, were you at ConFusIon, Michael? I was....] •
PAT MUELLER (and a photo of Baby Pat...) • ROGER
WEDDALL • BRAD W. FOSTER, who sent "a little sui—
prise seml-Chrlstmas gift, a pile of the full run
of my STUFF series..." Thanks, Brad! (...err....
humm...hlnt: I do have a cover for 0W60, but #61
[while not Imminent) Is "open"...) • AVEDON CAROL
"...I'm Just glad you're In one piece and back In
my world. I have to say, I had a bad feeling...
but that's all over, and things seem normal again,
now that I'm seeing your name on the return ad
dress again. This Is as It should be." • SKEL •
and my first ever letter from CAS! It was so
good to meet you both, at last...and we are going
to do It again someaay...somehow! Take care...i
••• ...and two totally open and honest letters
that I really wanted to run, but I was asked not
to by one, and the other I won't without asking.
BILLY WOLFENBARGER [181 North Polk St, Eugene OR
974021 • and ERIC MAYER [Lawyers Cooperative,
Aqueduct Bldg, Rochester NY 146941: "When people
asked about my own marriage I was able to say—
'Did you read Bill Bowers' fanzine? Well—he
described my marriage to the smallest detail.'" •
...both have new addresses, and have had "years"
of their own.... Hang In there, guys! Someday we
will meet again, Billy! And, Eric... for the first
time. Perhaps, perchance, at MIkecon? •
5)

Courtesy o^ the Cavin-Shuttle, and the Altus

hospitality, I made it to ConFusIon; I'm glad I

did; I had a wonderful time! • Thanks All!
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LEAH SMITH

12/15/90
I think I'd skip the scrapbook. I know your propensity for saving things, but I
think these are mementos you can do without. File away the critical legal
paperwork and pitch the rest. Look forward, not back.

I say that, though I liked best the part where you wrote of your old home and your
parents. Some kinds of nostalgia have a place.
Your want to appeal is understandable. But I think you made the right choice. An
appeal would only drag it all out longer. I hope the rest of it is resolved soon.

It's cold comfort to be told, "it could have been worse," I know. (My newspaper
closed Nov. 28. It was tremendously upsetting — especially as we were given all of
a week's notice — but all of the union editorial employees have been transferred to
another part of the chain. So I’ve been hearing, "At least you still have a job," for
a while now. But it doesn't help much.) All one can do is live each day as it
comes.

Mike wrote, "Stacked against all you have lost is the fact that I have regained a
friend...." but I never felt that I'd lost one — just that he'd gone away for awhile.
Welcome back.

Take care.

MIKE GLICKSOHN

12/16/90

I expect that you've heard that Don Thompson passed away yesterday. I was shocked when Maia
told me because I didn't expect it to happen so damned fast. I haven't seen Don in a fair
while but during the 70's he meant a lot to me and I'm just glad that I wrote all that in
a letter after the last issue of DON-o-SAUR and got it to him so he'd know how highly I
regarded him as a writer and as a person.
Anyway, thanks for XENOLITH. Even if it isn't an
OW. (And isn't it neat what fun you can have with a copier that can reduce and expand? Neat
way of presenting the title. I hope the OW will contain more such graphic delights.)
The
trial/parole stuff was interesting in a morbid sort of way. I regret having to learn about
such things in this way (by having you suffer through it, I mean) but I suppose I'm a bet
ter person for it. I was particularly glad to see the certificate indicating your success
ful completion of the AMEND program since now I'll feel completely comfortable in arguing
with you on paper or in person without having to worry that your legendary temper and infam
ous violent streak won't suddenly erupt against me. Sigh. I hope you write about it some
day; it'll be interesting to see how a completely non-violent person reacted to a program
aimed at truly violent people.
What on earth do you mean by "It makes absolutely no
economic sense for a 'single' person to occupy a house this large..."? Are you telling me
I've got no economic sense? Step outside, pal! But I know what you mean, especially after
this past Fall. I've never been more busy working to earn the money I need to stay here or
more tired when I wasn't working but it actually does make economic sense. The only option
would be to sell the house and buy a smaller place and right now that would be economically
disasterous since prices are 'way 'way down and it's a real buyer's market. So I'll contin
ue to make some sacrifices for a short while and should end up well ahead in the long run.
Besides, things should get better. My mortgage payments only increased by $4 every two
weeks which I can obviously handle. All the work for the extra courses will be done and I
can use it all again next year so I won't have to put in anywhere near the hours. And if
Joan decides she likes Toronto and can get some paperwork cleared to move up here she'll
pay rent which will help ease the financial burden as well. Perhaps 1991 will be an inter
esting year even if I don't get to many conventions.
Hope the holiday season is a good one
for you and you take advantage of the proximity of good friends to help you make the most
of it. And what the hell., there's no way but that the new year has to be a hell of a lot
better than the one you've just survived! Take care of yourself and I'll look forward to
seeing you somewhere or other before too long.
,,
,
_ /J
All my love

FdjfimMty,

1991
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Note :

The following four pages are excerpted from four
letters, totaling twelve pages.
Pure distilled
essence of Jeanne....
Enjoy.
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Dear Bill

I had thought we were having a bad year until I read your most recent fanzines.
All I can offer is my best wishes, along with the slight consolation that I can
imagine exactly how you might have got into the current difficult situation.
Long before I got together with Elaine, I tried an experiment in cohabitation
that might well have turned into the same kind of experience if either of us had
been vindictive towards the other. But even with the best will in the world, and
whan both people are nuts about the other, there are certain combinations that
don't work, which was our situation. So if you get a combination that doesn't
work, and one party acts viciously -- yes, I think I can glimpse what a
nightmare world you've been living in until recently. Congratulations for
escaping at last.
As I say, 1990 was one of those years one would have preferred to miss. Elaine's
father died in July, and Elaine and her sisters have spent most of the rest of
the year clearing up the estate, finding homes for seven cats and two dogs,
evicting two ghastly non-paying tenants, selling the furniture and the house
itself, etc. Meanwhile, there have been random, frequent sackings at Nelson,
where Elaine works. (It's owned by Canada's Thompson Group.) Macmillan, for
which I work, is standing firm -- no sackings, no hirings. But both the American
and Australian governments are officially admitting we are In Recession. . . .

What cheers me up, as always, are the books to be read, films to be seen, music
to be heard, and the fanzines to be produced, time and money willing. I hope you
enjoy the enclosed, and can keep producing your own unputdownable fanzines.

